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SECTION 1: Analysis of supermarkets, restaurants,
caterers and wholesalers
WHO SHOULD READ THIS?

Anyone interested in gaining an understanding of how different food businesses are
performing in terms of setting targets and reporting on progress for health, environmental
and social inclusion issues.

WHAT THIS SECTION INCLUDES

This section provides an overview of the findings from the Plating Up Progress (PUP)
dashboard, summarising the key sector trends in reporting on healthy and sustainable food
sales and supply chain commitments. A comparison is provided between the different food
sectors, some examples of leadership are provided, and analysis is included that shows
whether the industry is focusing on healthy and sustainable products, supply chain issues,
and both human and natural capital issues.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND OUT MORE?

Explore our full analysis on the PUP dashboard  HERE.

PROJECT CONTACT: Will Nicholson, Project lead – Plating Up Progress, will.nicholson@foodfoundation.org.uk
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2021 SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
This report is the Plating Up Progress third annual assessment of the food industry in the UK, building on
the  sector overview in 2019 and the more detailed  company analysis of 2020. The methodology
used to assess the food companies on multiple health, societal and environmental issues is mainly
consistent with that used in 2020, with minor changes to the wording of some metrics to align better with
the World Benchmarking Alliance's Food and Agriculture Benchmark indicators, and more substantial
developments in the metrics used for sustainable water use in supply chains, customer food waste and
supply chain food losses. The 2021 methodology can be found  HERE.

“

The methodology assesses food companies on multiple health,
societal and environmental issues, aligned with the World
Benchmarking Alliance's Food and Agriculture Benchmark indicators."
Our focus remains on UK-operating supermarkets, caterers, and both quick service and casual dining
restaurant chains. These sectors provide important snapshots into the industry due to their unique influence
on both the required transitions in consumption and production, being gate keepers to our diets and the
funnel through which most commercially produced food is channelled. Additionally, this year we included
the two largest food wholesalers (Bidfood UK and Brakes) due to their strong market position as suppliers
to many in the catering and restaurant sector. In all, we assessed 29 food businesses:
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FOOD INDUSTRY PROGRESS SINCE 2020
The following section summarises the developments we have seen in
2021, compared to our analysis from 2020.

Supermarkets

Five out of eleven supermarkets now have targets for sales of healthy
or healthier food: Tesco, Sainsbury’s, M&S, Lidl and Aldi (own brand)
compared to two this time last year.
Two supermarkets now report on the percentage of their protein sales
that come from plant-based products (Tesco and Sainsbury’s with 12%
and 10% respectively) compared to no supermarkets last year. Tesco
also has a target to increase sales of plant-based alternatives by 300%
by 2025.
One supermarket now has a public target to increase sales of fruit
and vegetables (Lidl), with another having a public target to increase
the proportion of total sales tonnage that comes from vegetables
(Sainsbury’s), compared to no supermarkets last year.
However, across these metrics, not all retailers are using the same
methodologies to set targets and measure progress. This will need to
be addressed for comparability.

Restaurants, caterers and wholesalers

We find limited change in commitments and performance on sales of
healthy and sustainable food in the restaurant, catering and wholesale
sectors, although four out of eighteen have a commitment to increase
sales of vegetables (Compass Group, Sodexo, ISS and Greggs, with
UK-focused commitments already in place in 2020 and Compass Group
with a global KPI for the percentage of spend that is on vegetables).
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Greggs has set a new target for 30% of the items on our shelves to
be healthier choices by 2025 and within the catering sector we find
various targets that relate to the percentage of sites that serve healthy
options, percentage of menus that are plant-based and so on. We
find fewer such commitments in the casual dining and quick service
sectors.

Sector comparison

Like the supermarket sector, the these sectors lack agreement and
consistency on the methodologies and metrics should be used.

While the difference in pace
of change between the sectors
could be at least partially
attributed to the ways in which
Covid-19 has significantly
impacted the restaurant and
catering sectors economically1,
the reality is that the supermarket
sector remains more advanced
in the scope and extent of
reporting.

Climate change on the agenda

All supermarkets and thirteen out of eighteen restaurants, caterers
and wholesalers now have either net zero climate change targets
that include scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions or have started
(or committed to start) measuring their scope 3 greenhouse gas
emissions. This is important because scope 3 emissions are by far
the most significant source of greenhouse gas emissions related to
these sectors. While there is plenty of work to do, it does represent
progress on one of the crucial issues of concern in the same
year as the COP26 climate change talks in Glasgow. Despite the
commitments, few companies are actually reporting on their scope 3
emissions yet, and as already shown only two companies (Sainsbury’s
and Tesco) disclose on their protein sales. Only one company
(Tesco) has a target for increasing sales of plant-based proteins, and
no company has a target for reducing sales of animal-based proteins.
This suggests that much of the implementation for reducing scope
3 emissions is yet to be worked out. Making progress here and
connecting scope 3 targets to sales of proteins and issues relating to
deforestation and land use conversion in supply chains is going to
be crucial.
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Consistent with our 2020
assessment, we find the
supermarket sector to be
outperforming other sectors (see
Figure 1).

For the full analysis of the
different sectors and companies,
see our  PUP dashboard.
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FIGURE 1: AVERAGE AND LEADERSHIP PROFILES

FIGURE 1 EXPLANATION

Here we present the summary profiles comparing
the average sector profile to the 2021 Leadership
profile. Leadership profiles are calculated from the
best score from any company on each individual
metric. You can see how we score each metric  HERE
and how each individual company is scored on our
dashboard page for each section  HERE.
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The outer ring of each spider diagram indicates that,
for the relevant topic, a company has both clear targets
and is reporting data against those targets. The inner
ring indicates that a company lacks clear targets or
even data on their performance on that topic.
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Comparing companies’ focus on products and supply chains

Our analysis finds that supermarkets are also ahead of other sectors when assessing commitments and
reporting against metrics that relate to healthy and sustainable products (targeting shifts in consumption)
and metrics that relate to sustainable supply chains (targeting shifts in the way we produce food). Figure 2
shows that supermarkets score more highly on both product scores and supply chain scores compared to
companies in other sectors.

FIGURE 2: PRODUCT VS. SUPPLY CHAIN SCORES FOR ALL
COMPANIES (A TOP-RIGHT POSITION INDICATES BETTER
PERFORMANCE)
● Caterers

Regarding sustainable supply chains, as noted earlier, most companies now acknowledge the importance
of scope 3 emissions within their commitments for climate change. Supermarkets remain more advanced
on biodiversity commitments around commodities such as palm oil, soy and beef, although reporting is
limited to own-brand products. We find that the most progress on sustainable water management in supply
chains is coming from collaborative initiatives (see our later section on recommendations for businesses for
further information on collaborative initiatives).

QSR

Casual ▲ Supermarket

3

Supply

The overall pattern across sectors does imply that, in the main, companies that are performing well on
products are also performing well on supply chains (with a few outliers – see the specific data on our
 PUP dashboard). We believe this is a strong indication of the need for more cross-sector and peer-topeer learning, knowledge sharing and collaboration.

Wholesalers

1.5

FIGURE 2 EXPLANATION
Here we present companies’ average scores on metrics that relate to healthy and sustainable
products (the x-axis) and scores on metrics that relate to sustainable supply chains (the y-axis).
Being in the top right corner indicates that a company is focusing on both products and
supply chains. Being in the bottom left corner indicates that a company is performing poorly
on both. Diversion from the line running from bottom left to top right indicates a prioritisation
of either products or supply chains.
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FIGURE 3
EXPLANATION
Here we present
companies’ average
scores on metrics that
relate to healthy and
sustainable products
(the x-axis) and scores
on metrics that relate to
sustainable supply chains
(the y-axis).
Being in the top right
corner indicates that a
company is focusing
on both products and
supply chains. Being in
the bottom left corner
indicates that a company
is performing poorly on
both. Diversion from the
line running from bottom
left to top right indicates
a prioritisation of either
products or supply
chains.

FIGURE 3: SUPERMARKETS’ PRODUCTS VS. SUPPLY CHAIN
COMPARISON 2020 TO 2021 (A TOP-RIGHT POSITION INDICATES
BETTER PERFORMANCE)

▲ 2021 ▲ 2020
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Supply

The evolution of supermarket sector reporting is illustrated in Figure
3, comparing supermarket scores in 2020 to 2021, and showing
how supermarkets now score more highly on metrics relating to their
products and food sales (a higher score on the horizontal axis) in
2021 than in 2020. In contrast, the scores have remained much the
same on metrics relating to their supply chains (the vertical axis). This
implies that there is now stronger recognition among supermarkets
of the importance of their role in changing what we actually eat (as
evidenced through their products and sales), in addition to how food
is produced (as evidenced through their supply chains).
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In recent years there has been a growth in attention on the hidden
costs, sometimes referred to the true costs, of our food system and
an increase in our understanding of the impact our food system has
on non-financial capitals such as human and natural capital. This is
beginning to gain traction in both government, as seen in the recent
report The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review2 and
the business world where more industry-focused frameworks are
being developed for calculating non-financial impacts of business
operations3. The recent National Food Strategy report highlighted how
estimates of the hidden cost of the food system in England range from
£40 billion to £94 billion per year. While the estimates for these total
costs, and how they impact humans and nature, vary considerably, the
message is clear: the impacts of our food system on both humans and
nature are significant.
In order to better understand whether food companies are focusing
on humans or nature, we categorised each of our metrics as primarily
related to either human impacts ((health, livelihoods, food poverty)
or natural impacts (climate change, biodiversity loss and so on). We
acknowledge that all metrics ultimately have human impacts, but in this
analysis we have focused on the more immediate and direct impacts
on humans vs. nature (although we have categorised food waste as
impacting both humans and nature).
We find that high scores on one dimension tend to be accompanied by
high scores in the other, although with an apparent tendency towards
protecting natural capital rather than human capital (Figure 4). In other
words, most companies appear to be considering their impacts on
both humans and nature, but slightly more progress has been made for
nature. Again, significant differences are seen between companies with
the higher scores coming from the supermarket sector.
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FIGURE 4
EXPLANATION
Here we present
companies’ average
scores on metrics that
relate to impacts on
people (the x-axis) and
scores on metrics that
relate to impacts on the
environment (the y-axis).
Being in the top right
corner indicates that a
company is focusing
on both people and the
environment. Being in
the bottom left corner
indicates that a company
is performing poorly on
both. Diversion from
the line running from
bottom left to top right
indicates a prioritisation
of either people or the
environment.

FIGURE 4: COMPARING COMPANIES’ FOCUS ON ISSUES
IMPACTING HUMANS AND NATURE (A TOP-RIGHT POSITION
INDICATES BETTER PERFORMANCE)
● Caterers

Wholesalers
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Comparing companies’ focus on human and natural capital
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recommendations
from this analysis
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report.
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